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VIDA - OCEAN ADVENTURE ECO LODGE - STUDIO
West Bay / North West Point, Cayman Islands

PROPERTY DETAILS
Price: CI$362,450

MLS#: 412617

Type: Residential

Listing Type: Condominium

Status: Pen/Con

Bedrooms: 1

Bathrooms: 1

Built: 2022

Sq. Ft.: 811

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
EXCEPTIONAL VIDA Ocean Eco Adventure Lodge returns you to a life well-lived, a life outdoors. We are passionate about
sustainably sharing the secluded and idyllic environment that Barkers National Park has to offer. Find fulfillment from shared
adventure and experience the transformational powers of nature when you immerse yourself in the realm of water sports and
wellness activities that VIDA has to offer. VIDA has pledged to a sustainable and environmental focus, providing solar power
throughout the resort and implementing alternatives to single-use plastics. We support and collaborate with local farmers,
restaurants, and businesses who follow the same ecological principles A unique collection of ocean view apartments, beautifully
crafted and impeccably curated, the property comprises 18 individually designed apartments that combine sustainable
architecture with elegant, contemporary design. This Studio apartment is being offered for sale to owners who wish to transform
their investment into an income-producing asset. ROI figures available upon request. Join fellow adventurers, go kiting with one
of our founders, instructor and pro kiter, Jhon Mora. Hydrofoil, paddleboard, scuba dive, ride horses along the beautiful coast of
Barkers beach, and practice yoga on our purpose-made yoga deck as you watch the sunrise or set. VIDA is the perfect blend of
adventure and luxury. Keep your fitness in tune while exploring the local area with organised jogging and cycling trips or
workout in the gym. Kayak tours, bonefishing, shore fishing and authentic fishing trips with local fishermen and boats, provide
the chance to catch your dinner in true Cayman style. Wind down from your action-packed day with a swinging siesta in a
hammock, relax in the hot tub to soak tired muscles, or rejuvenate yourself in our massage room. Closeout the day, sharing
stories around the fire pit and enjoying local bbq from our visiting chef of the week. VIDA is Life.
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